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          Hi , dear friend  Sally.  

 I hope you are fine. Thank you for your last letter. I would like to talk about my 

next holidays. I really like going on holidays. .  

     My family and I are going to visit different places  in Algeria . We are going to visit 

Ghardaia , Jijel  and  Bejaia   . We are going to leave next month .  I hope that the weather will be sunny 

and warm . We are going to stay one week in each state.  We are not going by bus. We are 

going to travel by car.  We are going to visit famous and beautiful places.   We are  going to 

discover the Aokas ' caves ,  Cape Carbon top in Bejaia  . We are going to buy 

many souvenirs  in the old  Ghardaia  market .  I am going to take many photos. 

I think it is going to be great .  After this trip , I will stay at home and relax , watch TV and  

play games very often. I am going to visit my relatives. I am going to spend time with my cousins. We 

will have fun together.  

    What about you? What are you going to do next summer holidays ?  

  Love,  Sarah  

            Adapted from the net  

 

Part  One : A/ Reading Comprehension :  7pts          

Activity one  (3pts): Read the text carefully then write     true  -  false  -  not mentioned   

               

1.  Sarah and her family are going on a trip around Algeria .       ............................... 

2. Jijel  is situated in the east of Algeria.                                        ............................. 

3. The Aokas ' caves  and  Cape Carbon are in Jijel .                   ............................ 

 

Activity two (2 pts) :   Answer the questions  according to the text . 

 

1. Does Sarah  love   going to go on vacations   ?  ..................................................................... 

2. Is Sarah's family going to travel by bus?     ............................................................................. 

 

 

 Activity three : Lexis   2pts  

 

 A/ Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to :  

          vacations   = …………………                                       pictures   = …………………  

B/ Find in the text words that are opposite  in meaning to : …… 

          last   ≠ ……………………                                          same    ≠ ………………………… 
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B/ Mastery of Language:        (7 pts) 

Activity one (2 pts) :  Correct the underlined mistakes  

I is going to visit london  next summer holiday with her family . We are going  to travel by  plane  ?  

.........................................................................................................................................................   

Activity two  (3 pts) :   Turn the following sentences into negative.        (Look at the example ) 

She will visit her relatives tomorrow→     She will  not visit her relatives tomorrow. 

 

 We are going to spend our holidays in Tunisia. →   .......................................................................... 

 I will go to the beach alone .  →         ................................................................................................. 

 My friends will travel to Paris next summer. →  ............................................................................... 

 

Activity three (2pts ): Classify the following words according to their  pronunciation   
 

weather      -       month      -      north      -     together  . 

 
 

 th =    / θ /  th =   /  ð  /  
 

1-……….............//   2-............... 
 

     1-……………     //   2-……………..  

 

 

  

Part Two : Situation of integration               (06 pts) 

Sarah   talks  about her  next holidays plans . It is your turn now to tell her  about what  you will  do 

during  your next summer holidays. 

..........................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................................................... 

..........................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................................................................... 

..........................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................................................................... 

                                                                                                    Best of luck  

       Enjoy your holidays, my dears !  
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SCHOOL YEAR :  2021  / 2022        Level:    MS2 

Third    Term English Examination    :                    Correction scale 

 

Part one (14pts)  :  A/  Reading comprehension (7pts) 

Activity one:    true  - false   or not mentioned. ( 3.pts) 

 

1. True   1 pt     //         2.     Not mentioned .  1  pt          //           3.   False   1 pt     

 

Activity  two:  Answers  ( 2 pts) 

 

1- Yes. / Yes , she does.   / Yes, Sarah loves going on holidays.           1pt 

2- No. /    No, they won't.  No, they won't . They are going to travel by car.  1pt   

 

Activity three (2pts):  Lexis 

 

a/ synonyms :    vacations  =  holidays   0.5pt             /              pictures   =  photos   0.5pt     

 

b- opposites  :      last =/=   next   0.5pt                         /           same    =/=  different     0.5 pt                          

B// Mastery of language (07 pts)  

 

Activity one: correct  the underlined  mistakes  (2 pts ) 

 

    I is going to visit london  next summer holiday with her family . We are going to travel by  plane ?   

    am  London             my            .    

 

Activity two:  Negative form of the verbs  

 

 We are not going to spend our holidays in Tunisia .  

 I will  not go to the beach alone .  

 My friends will not  travel to Paris next summer. 

Activity  three :  pronunciation (2 pts)  

 
 

 th =    / θ /  th =   /  ð  /  
 

1-month                 //2-  north  
 

 1 - weather        //   2 - together  

 

 
 

Part two: written expression   6pts 

- Topic sentences   /  indentation             1 pt  

- Sentences related to the topic               2.pts 

      - content of the paragraph  - the use of  future (be going to  /  will )                          2pt 

      - Capital letters and punctuation             1.pt 
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